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Abstract. This paper presents our approach for NLPCC 2015 shared
task, Entity Recognition and Linking in Chinese Search Queries. The pro-
posed approach takes a query as input, and generates a ranked mention-
entity links as results. It combines several different metrics to evaluate the
probability of each entity link, including entity relatedness in the given
knowledge graph, document similarity between query and the virtual
document of entity in the knowledge graph. In the evaluation, our app-
roach gets 33.2 % precision and 65.2 % recall, and ranks the 6th among
all the 14 teams according to the average F1-measure.
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1 Introduction

Recently, several large scale Knowledge Graphs have been developed [2][1][14][4].
One of the most important applications of knowledge graphs is to enhance web
search engines’ search result with semantic search information. For example,
Google use its knowledge graph to provide structured and detailed information
about the search topic in addition to a list of links to websites. Chinese search
engines such as Baidu and Sogou also developed their own knowledge graphs
and use them for semantic search.

In order to incorporate search engines with knowledge graphs, one important
task is to link entities in search queries to knowledge graphs. Recently, much work
has been done on the problem of entity linking in documents or tweets. The
existing approaches usually use Wikipedia as a knowledge base, identify entities
in text and link them to pages in Wikipedia. Only a few work has been done
on the problem of entity linking in queries. Radhakrishnan et al. [10] proposed
an approach for entity linking for English queries by utilizing Wikipedia inlinks.
Blance et al. proposed an approach for fast and space-efficient entity linking for
English queries [3]. Entity linking in queries is more difficult than traditional
entity linking tasks. First, queries are usually very short texts, it is difficult to
find proper context information for disambiguation of entities. Second, there is
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a very strict time limit for process queries in search engines, so entity linking
approaches for queries are supposed to run very efficiently.

In this paper, we report our approach for NLPCC 2015 shared task Entity
Recognition and Linking in Chinese Search Queries. This task provides
a reference Chinese Knowledge Graph and a small size of sample data, which
contains several short Chinese queries and the sample results of entity linking.
For example, entity linking in a query: is expected to get
the results of linking to a knowledge base entity

and into a KB entity .
We propose an approach that takes a query as input, and generates a ranked

entity links as results. It combines several different metrics to evaluate the prob-
ability of each entity link, including entity relatedness in the given knowledge
graph, document similarity between query and the virtual document of entity in
the knowledge graph. In the evaluation, our approach gets 33.2% precision and
65.2% recall.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section 2 describes the proposed
approach in detail; Section 3 presents the evaluation results; Section 4 introduces
some related work; Section 5 concludes this work.

2 The Proposed Approach

Our approach first identifies mentions in a given query, and then compute fea-
tures of each possible mention-entity pairs, based on which the final results are
generated.

2.1 Mention Identification

To extract entity mentions in queries, we build a mention dictionary that includes
all the entity mentions in Chinese Wikipedia. In Wikipedia, an entity link is
annotated by square brackets [[entity]] in the source data of articles. Here entity
denotes the unique name of the referred entity. When the mentioned name of
an entity is different from its unique name, the link is annotated by [[entity |
mention]]; mention denotes the string tokens that actually appear in the text.
In order to get all the mentions that have appeared in Wikipedia, we process all
the annotated entity links in the form of [[entity | mention]] in Wikipedia. In
addition, all the titles of articles in Wikipedia are also taken as mentions, which
will be included in the mention dictionary. The mention dictionary also records
the possible entities that each mention might refer to. Therefore, the dictionary
can be represented as 2-tuple D = (M,E), where M = {m1,m2, ...,mk} is the
set of all mentions in Wikipedia, and E = {Em1 , Em2 , ..., Emk

} is the sets of
entities corresponding to the mentions in M .

Since we are dealing with Chinese queries, word segmentation tool is used to
split queries into lists of terms. Then we match the terms with mentions in the
dictionary, if a term precisely matches a mention in the dictionary, we take it as
a mention candidate. Each identified mention and its associated entities form a
set of mention-entity pairs, which will be scored by several features.
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2.2 Features of Mention-Entity Pairs

In order to decide the best entity for each identified mention in the knowledge
graph, we propose to use the following features to assess the possibility of the
link from a mention to an entity. Given a query q, and a set of mention-entity
pairs P = {mi, ei}n

i=1, the following features are computed for each mention-
entity pair. For a mention-entity pair that has the same name for mention and
entity, name length, entity relatedness and document similarity are computed.
For other mention-entity pairs, the priori probability, entity relatedness and
document similarity are computed. These features are defined as follows.

Name Length

f1(m, e) =
len(e) −minLen

maxLen−minLen
(1)

where len(e) is number of characters in the entity’s name. And maxLen and
minLen represent the maximum and minimum length of entities in the given
knowledge graph. This feature is defined based on the tuition that if a mention
match an entity’s name, then the longer of the entity’s name the more possible
the mention refers to the entity.

Priori Probability. This feature estimates the probability that a mention m
links to an entity e:

f2(m, e) =
count(m, e)
count(m)

(2)

where count(m, e) denotes the number of times that m links to e in the whole
Wikipedia, and the count(m) denotes the number of times that m appears in
Wikipedia.

Entity Relatedness

f3(m, e, P ) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

1 if exist an entity in P that are linked to e
in the knowlege graph

0 otherwise
(3)

Document Similarity. We first build virtual document for each entity in the
knowledge graph. The virtual document of an entity contains text information
of all the other linked entities. The document similarity is calculated between
the feature vectors of virtual documents. Before the similarity computation, the
virtual document of each entity is represented as a vector, where the elements
in the vector are weights assigned to the words in the virtual document using
TF-IDF method. For a word i in virtual document j, the weight of the word is
computed as

ωij = tf ij · lg
N

dfi
(4)
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where tf ij is the number of occurrences of i in j, dfi is the number of virtual
documents that contain i, and N is the total number of virtual documents. For
a entity-mention pair, we compute the document similarity between the query
and the virtual document of the entity. The document similarity is computed as
the cosine value between their vectors:

f4(m, e, q) =
∑M

i=1 ωie · ωiq√∑M
i=1 ωie

2 ·
√∑M

k=1 ωiq
2

(5)

where ωie and ωiq are the ith weight in the vectors of entity document and
query document. M is the total number of distinct words in all of the virtual
documents.

2.3 Link Prediction

To predict links from mentions to entities in the knowledge graph, our approach
computes the weighted sum of features between mentions and entities by the
following score functions:

S1(m, e, q, P ) = ω1 × f1(m, e) + ω3 × f3(m, e, P ) + ω4 × f4(m, e, q) (6)

S2(m, e, q, P ) = ω2 × f2(m, e) + ω3 × f3(m, e, P ) + ω4 × f4(m, e, q) (7)

S1 is for the mention-entity pairs that have the same names; S2 is for the
mention-entity pairs that have different names. All the candidate mention-entity
pairs generated from one query are ranked by their score in descending order.
And the top-k mention-entity pairs whose scores are larger than a threshold δ
are the results of entity linking in the query.

In our system, all the parameters are set empirically. Their values are listed
in Table 1.

Table 1. Setting of Parameters

Parameter Value

ω1 0.2

ω2 0.2

ω3 0.4

ω4 0.4

k 3

δ 0.3

3 Evaluation Result

In this section, we will first introduce the evaluation dataset and the evaluation
metrics, and then present the evaluation results of our approach.
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3.1 Dataset

NLPCC 2015 shared task Entity Recognition and Linking in Chinese
Search Queries, a file of the knowledge graph is provided by the organizer.
This file contains large number of entities and relations between them. Each
line represents a record in the knowledge base, and each record has 6 columns:
subject ID, predicate ID, object ID, subject, predicate, object. A subject means
a entity and the subject ID means the entity ID. As for the task requirement,
we should link every named entity into the knowledge for each short query. And
each query consists of an ID and a short search query. The answer we give should
be in from of a query ID followed by an entity ID.

3.2 Evaluation Metrics

For a given query, we evaluate system performances using average F1-scores.
Given a query q, the output of a system S∗, containing |S∗| different groups
of linking result for the named entities appearing in the given query. We com-
pute the precision, recall and F1-score by comparing S∗ with the answer the
competition organizer providing S.

F1-score =
2 × precision × recall

precision + recall
(8)

The final average F1-score is obtained by averaging over each query.

3.3 Results

Fig. 1 shows the precision and recall of each participant system. Team 7 is our
team ID. Our system gets 33.2% precision and 65.2% recall. The precision of
our system is not satisfied while the recall is not very low. We think the low
precision is due to the manually set parameters, they might not be the optimal
values. If we use the Machine Learning method to set the weight of each feature,
we may get a better result. We think low precision also results from our mention
identification method. Because our goal is to identify as much as mentions in the
mention identification procedure, it also bring much noise which influence our
precision at last. All these problems will be investigated and hopefully settled
in the future. Fig. 2 shows the average F1 score of each team, our team gets a
medium rank (the 6th) among all the 14 teams.

4 Related Work

In this section, we review some related work. Lots of work has been done in the
problem of Entity Linking, which aims to identify entities in documents and link
them to a knowledge base, such as Wikipedia and DBpedia.

Wikify! [8] is a system which is able to automatically perform the annota-
tion task following the Wikipedia guidelines. Wikify! first uses a unsupervised
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Fig. 1. Evaluation results: precision and recall

Fig. 2. Evaluation results: F1-measure

keyword extraction algorithm to identify and rank mentions; and then it com-
bines both knowledge-based approach and data-driven method to predict the
links from mentions to entities in Wikipedia. Milne et al. [9] proposed a learning
based approach for linking entities in text to Wikipedia. Their approach trains
a C4.5 classifier based on three features of entity-mention pairs for link dis-
ambiguation. Kaulkarni et al. [6] proposed a collective approach for annotating
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Wikipedia entities in Web text. Their approach combines both local mention to
entity compatibility and global document level topical coherence. The collective
prediction of entity links improves the accuracy of results. Other collective entity
linking approaches include [5][12][11].

The above entity linking approaches mainly handle long documents, there
are also some work on linking entities in tweets to knowledge graphs [13][7]. To
perform entity linking in short tweets, these approaches usually use users’ other
information to help disambiguate entities in tweets, such as current user’s other
tweets or current user’s social network information. But in the NLPCC 2015
shared task, there is no other associated information of queries, so it is more
difficult to identify and link entities in queries. There are several approaches for
entity linking in English queries. For example, Radhakrishnan et al. [10] proposed
an approach for entity linking for English queries by utilizing Wikipedia inlinks;
Blance et al. [3] proposed an approach for fast and space-efficient entity linking
for English queries.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we report technique details of our approach for NLPCC 2015
shared task Entity Recognition and Linking in Chinese Search Queries.
Our approach takes a query as input, then first generates a set of candidate
mention-entity pairs from the query; four features are proposed to evaluate the
possibility of each mention-entity pair; an aggregated score is computed for each
candidate, based on which the final entity linking results are drawn.

Our approach gets 33.2% precision and 65.2% recall, and ranks the 6th among
all the 14 participant teams by average F1-measure. The future work includes
defining new features weighting methods to further improve the results of our
approach. And for the task of entity linking in queries, running time is also a
very important factor we should consider. So we will also test and improve the
efficiency of our approach.
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